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ABSTRACT

Good cardinality estimates are critical for generating good execution plans during query optimization. Complex predicates, correlations between columns, and user-defined functions are extremely hard to handle when using the traditional histogram approach. This demo illustrates the use of sample views for cardinality estimations as prototyped in Microsoft SQL Server. We show the creation of sample views, discuss how they are exploited during query optimization, and explain their potential effect on query plans. In addition, we also show our implementation of maintenance policies using statistical quality control techniques based on query feedback.
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H.2.4 [Database Management]: System—Query Processing
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cardinality estimation for query optimization in commercially available database systems relies on statistics, primarily single-column histograms, extracted from the data. Although histograms are useful for a wide range of queries, they conceptually fail in many situations, e.g., in the presence of correlations in the underlying data set, when there are references of user-defined functions in predicates, or when predicate expressions are simply too complex. The use of sampling in general and their exploitation for cardinality estimation has been studied from a conceptual point of view [4]. However, we are not aware of any practical implementation of sampling to support cardinality estimation in combination with a statistically sound refresh strategy.

The demo presents our approach to exploiting sample views for cardinality estimation. Sample views are views that materialize only a random sample of the rows produced by the view expression. Figure 1 gives an overview of our approach.

During optimization of a query, (sub)expressions of the query will be matched with existing sample views. After a successful match, the optimizer generates a specifically tailored probe query. This probe query is executed against the sample view and returns summary data needed as input to a statistical estimator. The resulting cardinality estimate is then injected into the optimization process and used in the remainder of this process. The cycle of exploiting sample views, generating cardinality estimates and injecting them is illustrated in the left loop of Figure 1.

Figure 1: Conceptual Overview of Our Approach

The second (right) loop in the figure illustrates our approach to maintenance of sample views, i.e., we trigger a refresh of a sample view when a feedback monitoring system detects that the sample is no longer statistically valid. Query feedback is collected during runtime; every query that used a sample view during the optimization phase reports the actual cardinality. Errors are normalized relative to the accuracy of the estimator used, resulting in a stream of normalized errors. Every sample view maintains an exponentially weighted moving average of its errors. If the average error exceeds a control bound, with high probability the data has changed so much that the current sample is no longer a valid random sample [3]. The system schedules a background job to recompute the sample.

In summary, our approach not only covers the exploitation part using materialized view matching techniques and probe queries issued during query optimization, it also applies statistical quality control techniques to trigger a sample refresh only when it is statistically justified by query feedback.
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2. DEMO OF EXPLOITATION LOOP

The first part of the demo shows the benefits and overhead of exploiting sample views. In this demo, we use the FCC Media Bureau CDBS Public Database [1]. It is the relational database used by the Media Bureau to process broadcast applications. It is no surprise that various correlations exist among different tables.

For example, the following query summarizes “AM” applications in Hawaii. It contains a join between two related tables party and app_party.

```sql
SELECT p.party_city, count(*)
FROM party p, app_party ap, application a
WHERE p.party_id = ap.party_id
  AND ap.application_id = a.application_id
  AND a.app_service = 'AM'
  AND p.party_state = 'HI'
GROUP BY p.party_city
```

To reduce the cost of probe queries we store the rows of the sample in random order and apply sequential sampling, that is, we read only as many sample rows as is required to produce an estimate of desired accuracy. The technical details can be found in our full paper [2]. The demo shows the probe queries used and how the number of rows consumed by a specific query depends on the predicate.

3. DEMO OF MAINTENANCE LOOP

As outlined in the introductory section, we apply a monitoring loop in order to keep sample views in sync with the underlying data. Standard incremental view maintenance can be applied to sample views but we deemed it to be too expensive. Instead we implemented a quality-based refresh mechanism that fulfills two basic requirements. First, if the base data does not change, it triggers very few ‘false alarms,’ i.e. it does not trigger unnecessary refresh activity because of normal statistical errors in the estimates. Second, if the base data does change, it reacts as soon as the changes are statistically significant.

To demonstrate both situations, we have developed a monitoring application as shown in Figure 3. In the demo, the application will issue queries against a table with 100,000 rows consisting of only two columns: an ID column holds a unique integer value in the range from 1 to 100,000, and the values of the second column are either 0 or 1, with a probability that can be controlled using the slider at the bottom of the application window.

**Query Mix Mode**

The “query mix mode” of the demo application issues queries against the database system with a range predicate on the ID column. The size of the range is randomly determined for every query. As described before, the corresponding sample view is detected and then, a probe query is generated and executed. After the query has finished, the monitoring application shows three different data sets.

- **Selectivities:** The top sequence window shows the estimated selectivity using the sample view and compares it with the actual selectivity reported by the query.
- **Relative Error:** The middle sequence window plots the relative error of the estimate.
- **Normalized Error:** As outlined in the introduction, we perform a statistical normalization of the estimation error [2]. A value of 0 denotes that the estimate exactly corresponds to the actual value; a value of 1 obviously denotes the maximum error after transformation. The statistically expected error can be found at 0.5. The bottom sequence window then shows the normalized error for each query and the exponentially smoothed average over the sequence of normalized errors.

The visitor sees a running sequence of queries with corresponding estimates showing a small relative and normalized error. As can be seen in the screenshot – although some of the estimates are rather far from the actual value – the smoothed normalized error permanently stays below a given bound. Within this setup, we additionally explain the error normalization process and the control bound is determined.
Refresh-Triggering Mode

The second mode of the demo application ("query sequence mode") illustrates the triggering of refresh activity for the underlying sample view. In this setup, the demo application is continuously issuing the same query with a constant predicate addressing the rows with value 1 in the second column. Upon request, the user may start a transaction updating the values in the underlying table to match a desired query selectivity. In order to illustrate the effect more clearly, we run the read transactions in the \texttt{READ UNCOMMITTED} isolation level.

The visitor of the demo will observe the behavior shown in Figure 3 (b). The constant query produces statistically accurate estimates as long as the base data has not changed. As soon as the effects of the update transaction become visible through the feedback mechanism, the normalized error goes up to the maximum. As can be seen, the average error follows the trend and hits the error bound after a few queries. An immediately scheduled refresh recomputes the sample. After the new version of the sample has been installed, the probe queries of the issued queries then exploit the new version, thus producing accurate estimates again. Unfortunately, this behavior is not visible in this screenshot but will be seen in the live demo.

4. SUMMARY

The basic idea of sample views is to use regular materialized view matching infrastructure to find sample views that can be used as a source for cardinality estimation. Probe queries are generated and executed against the sample views during the optimization of a query. This estimation process is unaffected by correlations in the data or other obstacles (e.g., user-defined functions) that cause traditional techniques to produce extremely poor estimates.

In the demo, we describe the infrastructure for exploiting sample views and demonstrate the overall benefit of using sample views for cardinality estimation. We show resulting plan changes, the SQL and query plans for probe queries, and the overhead caused by optimizing and running probe queries during the optimization phase. In addition, we demonstrate how we exploit query feedback to compute normalized estimation errors and implement statistical quality control of the underlying samples. Using two scenarios, we can demonstrate that we do not produce any false alarms if the base data does not change. We can also show how changes in the base data are reflected in the error stream and trigger a refresh of the underlying sample.
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